We present a recent study of light charged Higgs boson (H − ) production at the Large Hadron electron Collider (LHeC). We study the charged current production process e − p → ν e qH − , taking in account the decay channels H − → bc and H − → τν τ . We analyse the process in the framework of the 2-Higgs Doublet Model Type-III (2HDM-III), assuming a four-zero texture in the Yukawa matrices and a general Higgs potential. We consider a variety of both reducible and irreducible backgrounds for the signals of the H − state. We show that the detection of a light charged Higgs boson is feasible, assuming for the LHeC standard energy and luminosity conditions.
Introduction
After of the discovery of a neutral Higgs boson by the CMS [1] and ATLAS [2] experiments, practically, the Standard Model (SM) has been fully established. However, in several extensions of the Higgs sector Beyond the SM (BSM) which can reproduce the SM-like limit of Electro-Weak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB) using doublet Higgs fields, there appears at least one charged Higgs boson, like in the 2HDM [3] . Amongst the possible H ± decay channels. the importance of the H ± → cb one has been pointed out as a possible viable signal in some models and its detection possibilities have been analysed for the LHC already several years ago [4, 5, 6, 7] and very recently for the LHeC [8, 9] as well. Our own studies have been carried out in the context of the 2HDM-III, where both Higgs doublets are coupled to both up-and down-type quarks and Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) can be controlled by a particular texture in the Yukawa matrices [4, 5, 10] . In this work, we present a new analysis of the signals H − → bc and H − → τν τ from the process e − p → ν e qH − at the LHeC machine, considering the most recent constraints from experimental data [8] . In the process e − p → ν e qH − , q can be a light quark q l = u, d, c, s or a b-quark, with the production stage followed by H − → bc and H − → τν τ (Fig. 1) , assuming a leptonic decay of the τ into an electron or muon. When the final state is H − → bc, the main backgrounds are ν3 j, ν2b j, ν2 jb and νtb (Fig. 2 ). For the final state H − → τν τ , these are ν jℓν and νbℓν (Fig. 3) . Feynman diagrams for the ν e j j j, ν e b j j and ν e bb j backgrounds (the change q l ↔ l and q k ↔ ν l represents the ν e ν l l j and ν e ν l lb backgrounds). Dash-dot lines represent boson fields: (pseudo)scalars and EW gauge bosons.
The plan of this paper is: we present the 2HDM-III in the next section, then show our results and finally conclude. 
2HDM-III
For the 2HDM-III, a four-zero-texture is implemented and FCNCs are controlled. Then the most general SU (2) L × U (1) Y invariant scalar potential for two scalar doublets,
where we assume that all parameter of Higgs potential are real, including the Vacuum Expectation Values (VEVs) of the Higgs fields, v 1,2 . The Yukawa Lagrangian is:
The fermion mass matrices after EWSB are expressed by: In agreement with Ref. [5] , one can get a generic expression for the fermionic couplings of the charged Higgs bosons:
where X i j , Y i j and Z i j are defined as follows:
4)
where f (x) = √ 1 + x 2 and the parameters X , Y and Z are arbitrary complex numbers, which can be related to tan β or cot β when χ f i j = 0 [5] , thus one can recovers the standard four types of the 2HDM (Tab. 1) 1 and one can write the Higgs-fermion-fermion (φ f f ) couplings as g
2HDM−any is the coupling φ f f in any of the 2HDMs with discrete symmetry and ∆g is the contribution of the four-zero-texture. Table 1 : The parameters X, Y and Z of the 2HDM-III defined in the Yukawa interactions when χ f i j = 0 so as to recover the standard four types of 2HDM.
2HDM-III
We take four Benchmark points (BPs) where the decay channels H − → bc and H − → τν τ can offer the most optimistic chances for detection [8] .
• Scenario 2HDM-III like-I:
• Scenario 2HDM-III like-II:
• Scenario 2HDM-III like-X: the same parameters of scenario 2HDM-III like-II but Z ≫ X , Y .
• Scenario 2HDM-III like-Y: the same parameters of scenario 2HDM-III like-II but X ≫ Y, Z.
Results
We assume the LHeC standard Centre-of-Mass (CM) energy of √ s ep ≈ 1.3 TeV and luminosity of L = 100 fb −1 . For the signatures H − → bc and H − → τν τ the inclusive event rates are substantial, of order up to several thousands in all four cases. Some BPs, maximising the signal rates are given in Tab. 2. The scenarios and signatures that we will study are as follows.
• BPs from 2HDM-III like-I, -II and -Y, where the most relevant decay process is H − → bc, the final state is 3 j + E T / .
• BP from 2HDM-III like-X, where the most relevant decays process is H − → τν τ , the final state is j + l + E T / , where l = e, µ (from a leptonic τ decay) and the jet is b-tagged.
We have used CalcHEP 3.7 [11] as parton level event generator, interfaced to the CTEQ6L1 Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) [12] , then PYTHIA6 [13] for the parton shower, hadronisation and hadron decays and PGS [14] as detector emulator, by using a LHC parameter card suitably modified for the LHeC [15, 16] . We considered a calorimeter coverage |η| < 5.0, with segmentation ∆η × ∆φ = 0.0359 × 0314. Besides, we used Gaussian energy resolution, with
⊕ b, where a = 0.085 and b = 0.003 for the Electro-Magnetic (EM) calorimeter resolution and a = 0.32, b = 0.086 for the hadronic calorimeter resolution, with ⊕ meaning addition in quadrature [15, 16] . The algorithm to perform jet finding was a "cone" one with jet radius ∆R = 0.5. The calorimeter trigger cluster finding a seed(shoulder) threshold was 5 GeV (1 GeV). We took E T ( j) > 10 GeV for a jet to be considered so, in addition to the isolation criterion ∆R( j; l) > 0.5. Finally, we have mapped the kinematic behaviour of the final state particles using MadAnalysis5 [17] . I First, we select only events with exactly three jets in the final state. Then, we reject all events without a b-tagged jet. Then we keep events like 3 j + E T / with at least one b-tagged jet.
II The second set of cuts is focused on selecting two jets (one b-tagged, labelled as b tag , and one not, labelled as j c ) which are central in the detector. First, we demand that P T (b tag ) > 30(40) GeV and P T ( j c ) > 20(30) GeV for m H ± = 110, 130(150, 170) GeV (here, P T is the transverse momentum). Then, we impose a cut on the pseudorapidity |η(b tag , j c )| < 2.5 of both these jets and, finally, select events in which 1.8(2) < ∆R( j c ; b tag ) < 3.4(3.4) in correspondence of m H ± = 110, 130(150, 170) GeV (where ∆R is the standard cone separation).
III The next cut is related to the selection of a forward third generic jet (it can be either a light jet or a b-tagged one). Our selection for such a third jet is |η| > 0.6 (with a transverse momentum above 20 GeV).
IV We then implement the following selection criterium: m H ± − 20 GeV < M(b tag , j c ) < m H ± . Finally, considering the presence of a hadronic W ± boson decay, we impose that M( j c , j f ) > 80 GeV or M( j c , j f ) < 60 GeV (where j f labels the forward jet).
